Abstract. In this paper, we propose a multimedia streaming scheme by using the proposed N-screen resource allocation and N-screen DRP Availability Information Element, for n-screen service in Wearable health-monitoring systems (WHMS) networks. The proposed scheme can improve throughput performance of WHMS Vital Video (WVV) applications. Also, proposed scheme can reduce WVV delay since it minimizes the multicast WVV data delivery process. Compared with the legacy WHMS system, the proposed streaming scheme is very simple and efficient as it does not require additional hardware. These merits make the proposed WHMS system extremely inexpensive to implement in hospital WHMS network and bio cloud-computing applications.
Introduction
Wearable health-monitoring systems (WHMS) may comprise various types of miniature sensors, wearable or even implantable [1, 2] . These biosensors are capable of measuring significant physiological parameters like heart rate, blood pressure, body and skin temperature, oxygen saturation, respiration rate, electrocardiogram, and so forth. The obtained measurements are communicated either via a wireless or a wired link to a central node, for example, a personal digital assistant (PDA) or a microcontroller board, which may then in turn display the according information on a user interface or transmit the aggregated vital signs to a medical center.
A hierarchical system of wireless USB (WUSB) over wireless body area networks (WBAN) is adopted for wearable health-monitoring systems (WHMS) [3] [4] [5] [6] . It is executed on the basis of WUSB over WBAN protocol at each wearable sensor node comprising the WHMS. Basically, a single WHMS operates based on WUSB over WBAN protocol. And the multiple WHMSs operate based on the WiMedia D-MAC protocol and dual-role device (DRD) function. In this paper, a multimedia streaming scheme for N-screen services is proposed for WHMS networks [7] [8] . In a hospital, Nscreen applications must be required by using WHMS networks. The multimedia streaming scheme for N-screen services is composed of service interval-based resource allocation and multicast reservation schemes.
Multimedia Streaming Scheme for N-screen services
In this paper, a multimedia streaming scheme for N-screen services is proposed for WHMS networks. In a hospital, N-screen applications must be required by using WHMS networks. The multimedia streaming scheme for N-screen services is composed of service interval-based resource allocation and multicast reservation schemes. Furthermore, to provide the OSMU (One Source Multi Use) N-screen service through P2P streaming in the seamless D-MAC protocol, a new N-screen DRP Availability IE is proposed. In this N-screen DRP Availability IE, new fields for indicating Multicast DRP Owner and Receiver are required. The ACK frame transmissions are not required for Multicast transmissions in P2P N-screen services. Using this property, the N-screen DRP Availability IE scheme is proposed to expand the number of time slots available for multicast N-screen distributed reservation protocol (DRP) reservations as shown in Fig. 3 .
In the WHMS networks, making a reservation of network resources using the WiMedia D-MAC distributed reservation protocol (DRP) requires determining the number of Medium Access Slots (MASs) and locations of MASs within WiMedia superframe. The number of MASs per superframe depends on many factors such as traffic source bandwidth characteristics, PHY transmission data rate, link condition and/or transmission distance, MSDU sizes, and acknowledgement type. The locations of the MASs within superframe depends on the total number of MASs, service interval or latency requirement, traffic source burstiness. In addition, both the total number and the locations of MASs are constrained by MAC reservation policies [4] . Derivation of DRP reservation for an N-screen multimedia application using a WHMS Vital Video (WVV) is used to demonstrate relevant MAC reservation policies and to illustrate the trade-off between service interval and reservation bandwidth that is also referred to as service rate. 
Performance Evaluation
We designed the multiple WHMS network and simulated it for performance evaluation with WBAN medical/non-medical service parameters and WiMedia PHY/MAC parameters [7] [8] [9] [10] . In the simulation, the single WHMS network size is 2.5m*2.5m and three WHMSs are connected through the D-MAC and DRD functions. In the simulations, the WHMS host device always transmits multimedia data to neighbor clients. The results are averaged over 500 simulation runs. Also, we consider a multimedia application with a WHMS Vital Video (WVV) stream and a WHMS video recorder (WVR) recording the same program. At some point, the user picks up a remote control and tunes the set-top box (STB) to start the WVV program. The WVR in the STB simultaneously starts to record the same program to a wirelessly connected external hard disk drive that is located in a closet next to the operating room. Assume the video source generates an MPEG-4 stream using Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) as transport.
WVV throughput of WHMS device using the proposed WHMS system does not change regardless of the number of WHMS clients. This is because WHMS host can multicast larger multimedia WVV data to the adjacent devices using the proposed Nscreen DRP Availability IE. On the other hand, as the number of WHMS clients increases, the throughput of WHMS devices using the legacy system gradually decreases since the legacy WHMS protocol only supports the communications without the service interval-based multicast-free connections between the WHMS host and the WHMS devices. 
Conclusion
In a hospital, N-screen applications must be required by using WHMS networks. The multimedia streaming scheme for N-screen services is composed of service intervalbased resource allocation and multicast reservation schemes. In simulation results, efficiency of the multimedia streaming scheme is proven through throughput performance at an N-screen service scenario.
